SABOTAGE
A Listening and Spoken Language Strategy
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WHAT is it?
“Sabotage” is doing things wrong on purpose or creating silly situations to get a reaction from your child.

WHY do we use it?

WHEN do we use it?

Using sabotage can encourage a child tell you what
you did is wrong or request something that is
missing. It can also increase learning and receptive
vocabulary.

Sabotage can be used with most toddlers and young
children and in a variety of activities during the day.
It is supposed to be kind of silly, but it can be
frustrating to the child if used too often.

HOW do we do it?
Be creative and make it fun!

Give them the
wrong thing when
they ask.

Who
can use it?

“Forget” to give
them something
they need.

Make an obviously
incorrect
statement.

Anyone!

Parents, family members,
teachers, and therapists can all
use LSL strategies to support
your child’s listening and spoken
language development!

WHAT does it look like at home?
At dinner:
Child: “I need a spoon please”
Parent: *Hands the child a fork* “Here you
go.”
Child: “What? That’s a fork. I need a spoon.”
Parent: “Oh! You are so smart! That is a fork.
Here is a spoon.”

Child and parent playing at the playground:

Setting up for a painting craft:

Parent: “Let’s go play on the swings!” *Walks
over to the slide*

*Gives the child paper and a paint brush but no
paint*

Child: “No! That is the slide!”

Parent: “Ok, here is everything you need. “

Parent: “Oh, you’re right! Where are the
swings?”

*pause and look expectantly at child*
Child: “You didn’t give me any paint!”
Parent: “Silly me! I forgot the paint!”
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